Jambalaya TUC OLIO 3 JUNE 2017 REGGAE

(INTRO: SLOW COUNT OFF)

1(STRUM), 2(STACATO), 1(STRUM), 2(STACATTO), 1(STRUM),
/C                    /C                    /C

(2)
/C            /         /G7    /

Goodbye Joe, me gotta go, me oh my oh
/G7        /                 /C       /
Me gotta go pole the pirogue down the bayou
/C                 /          /G7     / My Yvonne, the sweetest one, me oh my oh
/G7                  /          /C        /
Son of a gun, we'll have big fun on the bayou

/C                    /G7                    /G7
Jambalaya, a-crawfish pie and-a fillet gumbo
/G7        /                 /C       /
'Cause tonight I'm gonna see my ma cher amio
/C                    /          /G7     /
Pick guitar, fill fruit jar and be gay-oh
/G7               /               /C     /
Son of a gun, we'll have big fun on the bayou

/C                    /G7                    /G7
Thibodeaux, Fontaineaux, the place is buzzin'
/G7        /                 /C       /
Kinfolk come to see Yvonne by the dozen
/C                    /          /G7     /
Dress in style, go hog wild, me oh my oh
/G7               /               /C     /
Son of a gun, we'll have big fun on the bayou

/C                    /G7                    /G7
Jambalaya, a-crawfish pie and-a fillet gumbo
/G7        /                 /C       /
'Cause tonight I'm gonna see my ma cher amio
/C                    /          /G7     /
Pick guitar, fill fruit jar and be gay-oh
/G7               /               /C     /
Son of a gun, we'll have big fun on the bayou
Settle down far from town get me a piroue
And I'll catch all the fish in the bayou
Swap me mon to buy Yvonne what she need oh.
Son of a gun, we'll have big fun on the bayou

Jambalaya, a-crawfish pie and-a fillet gumbo
'Cause tonight I'm gonna see my ma cher amio
Pick guitar, fill fruit jar and be gay-oh
Son of a gun, we'll have big fun on the bayou

(TAG WITH HOKEY STOP:)
Son of a gun, we'll have big fun on the bayou

Note: The measures are cut time (2/4) Reggae. Accent the "two" beat and staccato it. Staccato is to strum the chord and quickly mute it. So one strum, one staccato, each measure.